Abstract: Viable collection is one of the imperative instruments of decision-making hypothesis. Collection operators are not simply the operators that normalize the value; theyrepresent progressively broad values that can underline the entire information. Geometric weighted operators weight the values only, andthe ordered weighted geometric operators weight the ordering position only.Both of these operators tend to the value that relates to the biggest weight segment. Hybrid collection operators beat these impediments of weighted total and request total operators. Hybrid collection operators weight the incentive as well as the requesting position. Neutrosophic cubic sets (NCs) are a classification of interim neutrosophic set and neutrosophic set. This distinguishing of neutrosophic cubic set empowers the decision-maker to manage ambiguous and conflicting data even more productively. In this paper, we characterized neutrosophic cubic hybrid geometric accumulation operator (NCHG) and neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid geometric collection operator (NCEHG). At that point, we outfitted these operators upon an everyday life issue which empoweredus to organize the key objective to develop the industry.
Introduction
Life is loaded with indeterminacy and vagueness, which makes it hard to get adequate and exact information. This uncertain and obscure information can be tended to by fuzzy set [1] , interim-valued fuzzy set(IVFS) [2, 3] , intuitionistic fuzzy set(IFS) [4] , interim-valued intuitionistic fuzzy set(IVIFS) [5] , cubic sets [6] , neutrosophic set(Ns) [7] , single-valued neutrosophic set(SVNs) [8] , interim neutrosophic set(INs) [9] , and neutrosophic cubic set [10] . Smarandache first investigated the hypothesis of neutrosophic sets [7] .
Not long after thisinvestigation, it became a vital tool to manage obscure and conflicting information. The neutrosophic set comprises of three segments: truth enrollment, indeterminant participation, and deception enrollment. These segments can, likewise,be alluded to as participation, aversion, andnon-membership, and these segments range from ]0 − , 1 + [. For science and designing issues, Wang et al. [8] proposed the idea of a single-valued neutrosophic set, which is a class of neutrosophic set, where the parts of single-valued neutrosophic set are in [0,1]. Wang et al. stretched it outto the interim neutrosophic set [9] . Jun et al. [10] consolidated both of these structures to frame the neutrosophic cubic set, which is the speculation of single-valued neutrosophic set and interim neutrosophic set. These structures drew scientistsinto apply it to various fields of sciences, building day-by-day life issues.
Decision-making is a basic instrument of everyday life issues. Analysts connected distinctive collection operators to neutrosophic sets and its augmentations. Zhan et. al. [11] took a shot at multicriteria decision-making on neutrosophic cubic sets. Banerjee et al. [12] utilized GRA(Grey Rational Analysis) for multicriteria decision-making on neutrosophic cubic sets. Lu and Ye [13] characterized cosine measure inneutrosophic cubic sets. Pramanik et al. [14] utilized a likeness measure to neutrosophic cubic sets. Shi and Ye [15] characterized Dombi total operators on neutrosophic cubic sets. Baolin et al. [16] connected Einstein accumulations to neutrosophic sets. Majid et al. [17] proposed neutrosophic cubic geometric and Einstein geometric collection operators. Different applied aspects of different types of fuzzy sets can be seen in [18] [19] [20] [21] [22] [23] [24] [25] [26] [27] .
A compelling accumulation is one of the imperative instruments of decision-making. Collection operators are not simply the operators that normalize the value, theyrepresent progressively broad values that can underline the entire data. The geometric weighted operator weights the values just where the requested weighted geometric collection operators weight the requesting position of values. In any case, the issue emerges when the load segments of weight vectors are so that one segment is a lot bigger than the other in parts of the weight vector. Motivated by such a circumstance, the thought of neutrosophic cubic crossbreed geometric and neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid geometric total operators are proposed. That is the reason we present the idea of neutrosophic cubic hybrid geometric and neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid geometric (NCEHG) collection operators. More often than not, the decision-making strategies are produced to pick one fitting option among the given. Be that as it may, frequently, in certain circumstances,we instead organize the option to pick a suitable one. Roused by such a circumstance, a technique is being created toprioritize the options. A numerical model is outfitted upon these operators to organize the vital objective to develop the industry.
Preliminaries
This section consists of some predefined definitions and results. We recommend the reader to see [1] [2] [3] [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] 16] . 
Definition 6. [9] An interval neutrosophic set (INs) in
U is a structure 
is an interval neutrosophic set and ( ) , , 
for all a and b. 
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Definition 12. [17]
The product between two neutrosophic cubic sets,
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Definition 13. [17]
The scalar multiplication on a neutrosophic cubic set
and a scalar k is defined.
The exponential multiplication is followed by the following result.
is a neutrosophic cubic value, then, the exponential operation defined by 
,
Definition 15. [17]
The Einstein product between two neutrosophic cubic sets,
Definition 16. [17]
The scalar multiplication on a neutrosophic cubic set,
The Einstein exponential multiplication is followed by the following result.
neutrosophic cubic value, then, the exponential operation defined by
A is a neutrosophic cubic value for every positive value of k.
To compare two neutrosophic cubic values the score function is defined.
neutrosophic cubic value, and the score function is defined as
If the score function of two values are equal, the accuracy function is used. 
cubic value, and theaccuracy function is defined as
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The neutrosophic cubic geometric aggregation operators weight only the neutrosophic cubic values, whereas neutrosophic cubic order geometric aggregation operators weight the orders of the values first then weight them. In the two cases, the amassed values that focused on the value relate to the biggest weight. The accompanying precedents represent the impediments of the NCWG and NCEWG. Let = (0.7,0.2,0.1) be the weight corresponding to the neutrosophic cubic values We observe that the higher the weight component, the aggregated value will tend to the corresponding neutrosophic cubic value of that vector. In NCWG, the value tendsto 1 , as the weight that corresponds to 1 is highest, and in NCOWG, the highest component of weight corresponds to 2 . This situation often arises in aggregation problems. Motivated by such a situation, the idea of neutrosophic cubic hybrid geometric and neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid geometric operators are proposed.
Neutrosophic Cubic Hybrid Geometric and Neutrosophic Cubic Einstein Geometric Operators
This segment comprises of the following subsections. In Section 3.1 neutrosophic cubic crossbreed, the geometric operator is characterized. In Section 3.2 neutrosophic cubic Einstein crossbreed,the geometric operator is characterized. In Section 3.3, a calculation is characterized to organize the neutrosophic cubic values utilizing these tasks. In Section 3.4, a numerical model is outfitted upon Section 3.3.
Neutrosophic Cubic Hybrid Geometric Operator
NCWG operator weights only the neutrosophic cubic values, where NCOWG weights only the ordering positions. The idea of neutrosophic cubic hybrid geometric aggregation operators is developed to overcome these limitations. NCHG weights both the neutrosophic cubic values and its order positioning as well. , and m is the balancing coefficient.
j m be collection of neutrosophic cubic values, then the aggregated value (NCHWG) is also a cubic value and 
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which completes the proof. □
Theorem 4. The NCWG is a special case of NCHG operator.
Proof. Let 
Neutrosophic Cubic Einstein Hybrid Geometric Operator
NCEWG operator weights only the neutrosophic cubic values,where NCEOWGA weights only the ordering positions. The idea of neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid aggregation operators (NCEHG) is developed to overcome these limitations, which weights both the given neutrosophic cubic value and its order position as well. 
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An Application of Neutrosophic Cubic Hybrid Geometric and Einstein Hybrid Geometric Aggregation Operator to Group Decision-Making Problems
In this section, we develop an algorithm for group decision-making problems using the neutrosophic cubichybrid geometric and Einstein hybrid geometric aggregation(NCHWG and NCEHWG). Step 1: First of all, we construct neutrosophic cubic decision matrix
Step 2: The attributes { } Step 3: The new weights are calculated using [18] so that we get new weights
Step 4: By using aggregation operators like (NCHG, NCEHG), the decision matrix is aggregated by the new weightsassigned to the m attributes.
Step 5: The n alternatives are ranked according to their scores and arranged in descending order to select the alternative with highest score.
NumericalApplication
A steering committee is interested in prioritizingthe set of information for improvement of the project using a multiple attribute decision-making method. The committee must prioritize the development and implementation of a set of six information technology improvement projects Step 1: Construction of neutrosophic cubic decision matrix 
Step 2: The attributes are weighted ( ) 
Step 3: The new weights are calculated using the normal distribution method. Let = (0.2429,0.5142, 0.2429) be its weighting vector derived by the normal distribution-based method [18] .
Step 4: By neutrosophic cubic weighted geometric aggregation operator (NCWG), the decision matrix is aggregated by the new weights assigned to the m attributes. 
Step 5: The scores are ( ) 
Conclusion
This paper was influenced by the impediment of neutrosophic cubic geometric and Einstein geometric collection operators as preliminarily discussed, that is, we observed that the higher the weight component, the aggregated value tended to the corresponding neutrosophic cubic value of that vector. Consequent upon such circumstances, we characterized neutrosophic cubic hybrid and neutrosophic cubic Einstein hybrid aggregation operators. At that point, these operators are outfitted upon a day-by-day life precedent structure industry to organize the potential contributions that serve to achieve the strategic objective of getting favorable circumstances in industry.
